Programmable
Communicating
Wi-Fi Thermostat

BRING AN ADVANCED LEVEL OF PRECISION AND EFFICIENCY TO YOUR HOME.

THE PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE

A closer look at the capabilities
of Comfort Sync™.

The Comfort Sync touchscreen thermostat offers technologically advanced
management of your HVAC system, the system that uses more energy than
anything else in your home. From remote access via smartphone, tablet or
laptop to live weather forecasts to an energy-saving One-Touch Away Mode,
Comfort Sync upholds the Armstrong Air™ tradition of sophisticated heating
and cooling solutions. And it’s yet another reason Armstrong Air remains the
choice of professionals across the country.

Comfort Sync does more than control the temperature.
It manages your entire comfort system.
Comfort Sync is far more than a thermostat. It’s a smart home HVAC control center
with the ability to coordinate and manage every aspect of your system’s operation for
efficiency and peace of mind. Advanced scheduling and One-Touch Away Mode help
you use less energy every day. For your convenience, service alerts and reminders tell
you when service and maintenance are needed. And best of all, everything is controlled
through a bright, high-definition touchscreen and an intuitive menu interface that make
operating the Comfort Sync as easy as appreciating it.

One-Touch
Away Mode
Saving energy has never
been simpler. With just
a touch on your way
out the door, Comfort
Sync can override your
regular programming
and go into a reducedoperation mode,
allowing you to properly
adjust the temperature
of your empty home.

Programmability
Comfort Sync makes it easy to coordinate your home’s heating and cooling
system with your life. Sophisticated schedule programming allows your system
to operate normally when you’re home, and reduce system use when you and
your family are out of the house—so you don’t waste energy.

Live Weather Data
Comfort Sync can
display real-time
weather alerts and
a five-day weather
forecast with one simple
touch, so you’ll always
know what the weather
holds for your day.
Automatic Updates
and Reminders
Stay up to date with
your system quickly
and conveniently
with the alerts and
reminders feature. When
maintenance is required
on your system or a
problem arises, Comfort
Sync sends both you and
your dealer an email,
so you always stay
informed about your
system’s operation.

Connect to your Comfort Sync™
thermostat easily and securely
from anywhere.

Available free for Apple® and Android™ devices, the Comfort
Sync app is an instant connection to your thermostat via
smartphone, tablet or other web-enabled device. With just a
touch, you can check the current temperature in one or more
homes, and adjust the temperature or schedule as needed.
Whether you’re away from home or relaxing in your favorite
chair, adjusting the temperature is as easy as a touch.

Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, and iPad are trademarks of Apple, Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Android is a trademark of Google, Inc.

Comfort Sync and Armstrong Air™ equipment:
the technologically advanced heating and cooling solution.
Armstrong Air believes that better comfort comes from better technology.
The equipment we build continues to deliver greater performance and
efficiency through even the most extreme weather. Comfort Sync proudly
carries on the tradition of sophisticated technology with features like a five-day
weather forecast, remote temperature access and adjustment, automatic alerts
and reminders and sophisticated scheduling.

Comfort Sync delivers everything
you’d expect from Armstrong Air.
CRAFTSMANSHIP

EFFICIENCY

COMMITMENT

Like everything we make, Comfort Sync
is built to extremely high standards of
quality and thoroughly tested to make
sure it delivers trouble-free performance
year after year.

Programmable thermostats can
save close to $200 per year.* With
intuitive scheduling and a convenient
One-Touch Away Mode, Comfort
Sync makes saving money almost
second nature.

Armstrong Air believes in offering
our customers more, even after your
purchase, which is why you’ll find
Comfort Sync comes with a 10-Year
Limited Warranty.**

The Comfort Sync™
Dashboard is your window
into advanced functionality.

Anytime you have access to a web-enabled computer, you have access to the extensive
and powerful capabilities of Comfort Sync through the Comfort Sync Dashboard at
mycomfortsync.com.
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My Account
During setup of your Comfort Sync, you’ll create a
unique user ID and online account that you can
then use to manage and control every Comfort Sync
thermostat you own. On the My Account screen, you’ll
be able to add and edit personal information and
dealer information.
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Program
Allows you to set your Comfort Sync to follow a schedule
based on your life, the season and the weather.
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Alerts and Reminders
Informs you of any current repairs, maintenance or
service needed.

Home(s)
This screen allows you to select which Comfort Sync
thermostat you’re accessing, should you have multiple
thermostats in the same home or multiple thermostats
in multiple homes.
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Service Information
Edit information about your dealer, or email your dealer
a question or concern.
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System
View or edit information about the home comfort
system to which your Comfort Sync is connected.
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Forecast
Allows you to see a five-day weather forecast for your
area, along with any current weather alerts.

Away Mode
Allows you to set your Comfort Sync into an energysaving mode should you forget to do so before you
leave home, so you don’t waste energy heating or
cooling an empty house.
Current Temperature and Humidity
Check and adjust either one with just a click or touch.

Comfort Sync™ offers the features that
make system management simple.
REMOTE ACCESS

Allows you to check and adjust your home’s temperature
from anywhere using your laptop, smartphone, tablet or
other web-enabled device.

SIMPLE SCHEDULING

Helps you save energy with easy, intuitive heating and
cooling schedules created around your lifestyle.

ONE-TOUCH AWAY MODE

Puts your system into an enhanced energy-saving mode
when you leave.

ALERTS AND REMINDERS

When Comfort Sync detects that repairs and regular
maintenance are needed, it alerts you or your dealer
instantly via email.

WEATHER DATA

Using its connection to your wireless network, Comfort
Sync can display a five-day forecast and live weather alerts.

TOUCHSCREEN OPERATION

The bright, high-definition touchscreen uses simple menus
and icons to make even complex operations incredibly easy.

CUSTOMIZABLE SKINS

Available in many colors and patterns, they allow Comfort
Sync to blend seamlessly into any décor, so it’s as fashionable
as it is functional.

*U.S. Department of Energy
**Warranty applies to residential applications only. See full warranty
at www.alliedair.com for terms, conditions and exclusions.
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Make the choice.
Get the advantages
of advanced
Armstrong Air™
technology.
When you select Comfort Sync, you’re
choosing a more advanced and refined
way to heat and cool. You’re choosing
the convenience of remote access, the
efficiency of scheduling and One-Touch
Away Mode, the peace of mind of system
alerts and much, much more. Comfort
Sync is a smart choice. Because it’s
THE PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE.
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